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- www.urbanbonfire.com
- design@urbanbonfire.com
- 1 (866) 898-5354
Welcome to URBAN BONFIRE™

We develop functional, beautiful and high-performance outdoor kitchen solutions for clients and partners throughout North America. With a fully integrated in-house design team, compatibility with all major outdoor cooking equipment brands and quality domestic manufacturing, Urban Bonfire is the market leader in creating truly memorable outdoor living and entertaining spaces.

We are dedicated to creating designs that are expressions of our clients’ individuality. This passion for creative design makes the art of developing custom outdoor kitchen solutions highly engaging and interactive. We believe that custom outdoor kitchen systems should reflect the lifestyle, aesthetic and spatial parameters of every individual client.

Urban Bonfire's outdoor kitchen systems have a wide array of functional and aesthetic options to choose from. Each custom kitchen is configured to maximize outdoor storage and entertainment spaces while offering clients a vast choice of material, color and finishing options.
INSPIRING DESIGNS
Every URBAN BONFIRE™ Outdoor Kitchen Design includes

- Thick marine grade aluminum construction
- Full interior and exterior electrostatic powder coating
- Adjustable commercial grade 304 stainless steel leveling legs
- Matching powder coated integrated self-leveling toe kick
- Compatibility with all major grill brands and outdoor cooking accessories
- Compatibility with Dekton, Sensa and most outdoor countertop surfaces
- 304 stainless steel handles and interior hardware
- Ten-year limited warranty

Create your own custom design from a large selection of

- Layouts and configurations
- Powder coating colors
- Handle styles and colors
- Interior accessories
- Aesthetic back panels
- Aesthetic side panels
- Planters
- Slatwall backsplash system

Contact an authorized dealer or design@urbanbonfire.com for more information

The ADAMO Kitchen is shown with Kalamazoo appliances, Dekton countertop in Vera, powder coating in Artesan and stainless steel handles.

Starting at USD $7,095, as shown with options and upgrades USD $9,975*
*Excludes equipment, countertop, transportation and installation.
Every URBAN BONFIRE™ Outdoor Kitchen Design includes

- Thick marine grade aluminum construction
- Full interior and exterior electrostatic powder coating
- Adjustable commercial grade 304 stainless steel leveling legs
- Matching powder coated integrated self-leveling toe kick
- Compatibility with all major grill brands and outdoor cooking accessories
- Compatibility with Dekton, Sensa and most outdoor countertop surfaces
- 304 stainless steel handles and interior hardware
- Ten-year limited warranty

The ALGARVE Kitchen is shown with Caliber appliances, Dekton countertop in Strato, powder coating in Onyx and bronze Pull handles in White Bronze finish.

Starting at USD $10,670, as shown with options and upgrades USD $14,402*

*Excludes equipment, countertop, transportation and installation.

Contact an authorized dealer or design@urbanbonfire.com for more information.

Create your own custom design from a large selection of

- Layouts and configurations
- Powder coating colors
- Handle styles and colors
- Interior accessories
- Aesthetic back panels
- Aesthetic side panels
- Planters
- Slatwall backsplash system
Every URBAN BONFIRE™ Outdoor Kitchen Design includes

- Thick marine grade aluminum construction
- Full interior and exterior electrostatic powder coating
- Adjustable commercial grade 304 stainless steel leveling legs
- Matching powder coated integrated self-leveling toe kick
- Compatibility with all major grill brands and outdoor cooking accessories
- Compatibility with Dekton, Sensa and most outdoor countertop surfaces
- 304 stainless steel handles and interior hardware
- Ten-year limited warranty

Create your own custom design from a large selection of

- Layouts and configurations
- Powder coating colors
- Handle styles and colors
- Interior accessories
- Aesthetic back panels
- Aesthetic side panels
- Planters
- Slatwall backsplash system

Contact an authorized dealer or design@urbanbonfire.com for more information.
Every URBAN BONFIRE™ Outdoor Kitchen Design includes

- Thick marine grade aluminum construction
- Full interior and exterior electrostatic powder coating
- Adjustable commercial grade 304 stainless steel leveling legs
- Matching powder coated integrated self-leveling toe kick
- Compatibility with all major grill brands and outdoor cooking accessories
- Compatibility with Dekton, Sena and most outdoor countertop surfaces
- 304 stainless steel handles and interior hardware
- Ten-year limited warranty

The CAYMAN Kitchen is shown with
DCS appliances, Dekton countertop in Fossil, powder coating in Chantilly and bronze Pull handles in Black Bronze finish.

Starting at USD $11,975,
as shown with options and upgrades USD$14,359*
*Excludes equipment, countertop, transportation and installation.

Create your own custom design from a large selection of

- Layouts and configurations
- Powder coating colors
- Handle styles and colors
- Interior accessories
- Aesthetic back panels
- Aesthetic side panels
- Planters
- Slatwall backsplash system
Every URBAN BONFIRE™ Outdoor Kitchen Design includes

- Thick marine grade aluminum construction
- Full interior and exterior electrostatic powder coating
- Adjustable commercial grade 304 stainless steel leveling legs
- Matching powder coated integrated self-leveling toe kick
- Compatibility with all major grill brands and outdoor cooking accessories
- Compatibility with Dekton, Sensa and most outdoor countertop surfaces
- 304 stainless steel handles and interior hardware
- Ten-year limited warranty

The COLOSSAL Kitchen is shown with Wolf appliances, Dekton countertop in Nilium, powder coating in Onyx and bronze Pull handles in White Bronze finish.

Create your own custom design from a large selection of

- Layouts and configurations
- Powder coating colors
- Handle styles and colors
- Interior accessories
- Aesthetic back panels
- Aesthetic side panels
- Planters
- Slatwall backsplash system

Starting at USD $7,075, as shown with options and upgrades USD $9,655*

*Excludes equipment, countertop, transportation and installation.

Contact an authorized dealer or design@urbanbonfire.com for more information.
Every URBAN BONFIRE™ Outdoor Kitchen Design includes

- Thick marine grade aluminum construction
- Full interior and exterior electrostatic powder coating
- Adjustable commercial grade 304 stainless steel leveling legs
- Matching powder coated integrated self-leveling toe kick
- Compatibility with all major grill brands and outdoor cooking accessories
- Compatibility with Dekton, Sensa and most outdoor countertop surfaces
- 304 stainless steel handles and interior hardware
- Ten-year limited warranty

Contact an authorized dealer or design@urbanbonfire.com for more information

The HAMPTON Kitchen is shown with Hestan appliances, Dekton countertop in Strato, powder coating in Onyx and bronze Pull handles in White Bronze finish.

Starting at USD $8,625, as shown with options and upgrades USD $9,329*

*Excludes equipment, countertop, transportation and installation.

Create your own custom design from a large selection of

- Layouts and configurations
- Powder coating colors
- Handle styles and colors
- Interior accessories
- Aesthetic back panels
- Aesthetic side panels
- Planters
- Slatwall backsplash system
Every URBAN BONFIRE™ Outdoor Kitchen Design includes:

- Thick marine grade aluminum construction
- Full interior and exterior electrostatic powder coating
- Adjustable commercial grade 304 stainless steel leveling legs
- Matching powder coated integrated self-leveling toe kick
- Compatibility with all major grill brands and outdoor cooking accessories
- Compatibility with Dekton, Sensa and most outdoor countertop surfaces
- 304 stainless steel handles and interior hardware
- Ten-year limited warranty

The MALIBU Kitchen is shown with Alfresco appliances, Dekton countertop in Nilium, powder coating in Anthracite and bronze Urban handles in Light Bronze finish.

Starting at USD $11,140, as shown with options and upgrades USD $14,555*  
*Excludes equipment, countertop, transportation and installation.

Contact an authorized dealer or design@urbanbonfire.com for more information.
Every URBAN BONFIRE™ Outdoor Kitchen Design includes:

- Thick marine grade aluminum construction
- Full interior and exterior electrostatic powder coating
- Adjustable commercial grade 304 stainless steel leveling legs
- Matching powder coated integrated self-leveling toe kick
- Compatibility with all major grill brands and outdoor cooking accessories
- Compatibility with Dekton, Sena and most outdoor countertop surfaces
- 304 stainless steel handles and interior hardware
- Ten-year limited warranty

Create your own custom design from a large selection of:

- Layouts and configurations
- Powder coating colors
- Handle styles and colors
- Interior accessories
- Aesthetic back panels
- Aesthetic side panels
- Planters
- Slatwall backsplash system

Contact an authorized dealer or design@urbanbonfire.com for more information.
Every URBAN BONFIRE™ Outdoor Kitchen Design includes:

- Thick marine grade aluminum construction
- Full interior and exterior electrostatic powder coating
- Adjustable commercial grade 304 stainless steel leveling legs
- Matching powder coated integrated self-leveling toe kick
- Compatibility with all major grill brands and outdoor cooking accessories
- Compatibility with Dekton, Sensa and most outdoor countertop surfaces
- 304 stainless steel handles and interior hardware
- Ten-year limited warranty

The MESA Kitchen is shown with Wolf appliances, Dekton countertop in Opera, powder coating in Anthracite and bronze Bauhaus handles in White Bronze finish.

Starting at USD 9,810, as shown with options and upgrades USD 12,560*

*Excludes equipment, countertop, transportation and installation.

Create your own custom design from a large selection of:
- Layouts and configurations
- Powder coating colors
- Handle styles and colors
- Interior accessories
- Aesthetic back panels
- Aesthetic side panels
- Planters
- Slatwall backsplash system

Contact an authorized dealer or design@urbanbonfire.com for more information
Every URBAN BONFIRE™ Outdoor Kitchen Design includes

- Thick marine grade aluminum construction
- Full interior and exterior electrostatic powder coating
- Adjustable commercial grade 304 stainless steel leveling legs
- Matching powder coated integrated self-leveling toe kick
- Compatibility with all major grill brands and outdoor cooking accessories
- Compatibility with Dekton, Sensa and most outdoor countertop surfaces
- 304 stainless steel handles and interior hardware
- Ten-year limited warranty

The MIRAMAR Kitchen is shown with True appliances, Dekton countertop in Nilium, powder coating in Artesan and bronze Urban handles in Light Bronze finish.

Starting at USD $10,545, as shown with options and upgrades USD $11,628*  
*Excludes equipment, countertop, transportation and installation.

Create your own custom design from a large selection of

- Layouts and configurations  
- Powder coating colors  
- Handle styles and colors  
- Interior accessories  
- Aesthetic back panels  
- Aesthetic side panels  
- Planters  
- Slatwall backsplash system

Contact an authorized dealer or design@urbanbonfire.com for more information
Every URBAN BONFIRE™ Outdoor Kitchen Design includes

- Thick marine grade aluminum construction
- Full interior and exterior electrostatic powder coating
- Adjustable commercial grade 304 stainless steel leveling legs
- Matching powder coated integrated self-leveling toe kick
- Compatibility with all major grill brands and outdoor cooking accessories
- Compatibility with Dekton, Sensa and most outdoor countertop surfaces
- 304 stainless steel handles and interior hardware
- Ten-year limited warranty

The RAVENNA Kitchen is shown with Hestan appliances, Dekton countertop in Lunar, powder coating in Artesan and bronze Urban handles in Light Bronze finish.

Starts at USD $12,115, as shown with options and upgrades USD $14,390*

*Excludes equipment, countertop, transportation and installation.

Create your own custom design from a large selection of

- Layouts and configurations
- Powder coating colors
- Handle styles and colors
- Interior accessories
- Aesthetic back panels
- Aesthetic side panels
- Planters
- Slatwall backsplash system

Contact an authorized dealer or design@urbanbonfire.com for more information
Every URBAN BONFIRE™ Outdoor Kitchen Design includes:

- Thick marine grade aluminum construction
- Full interior and exterior electrostatic powder coating
- Adjustable commercial grade 304 stainless steel leveling legs
- Matching powder coated integrated self-leveling toe kick
- Compatibility with all major grill brands and outdoor cooking accessories
- Compatibility with Dekton, Sensa and most outdoor countertop surfaces
- 304 stainless steel handles and interior hardware
- Ten-year limited warranty

The REGATTA Kitchen is shown with Twin Eagles appliances, Dekton countertop in Lunar, powder coating in Onyx and bronze Pull handles in Black Bronze finish.

Starting at USD $14,700, as shown with options and upgrades USD $19,010*  
*Excludes equipment, countertop, transportation and installation.

Create your own custom design from a large selection of:

- Layouts and configurations
- Powder coating colors
- Handle styles and colors
- Interior accessories
- Aesthetic back panels
- Aesthetic side panels
- Planters
- Slatwall backsplash system

Contact an authorized dealer or design@urbanbonfire.com for more information
Every URBAN BONFIRE™ Outdoor Kitchen Design includes

- Thick marine grade aluminum construction
- Full interior and exterior electrostatic powder coating
- Adjustable commercial grade 304 stainless steel leveling legs
- Matching powder coated integrated self-leveling toe kick
- Compatibility with all major grill brands and outdoor cooking accessories
- Compatibility with Dekton, Sensa and most outdoor countertop surfaces
- 304 stainless steel handles and interior hardware
- Ten-year limited warranty

Starting at USD $14,645, as shown with options and upgrades USD $16,740*
*Excludes equipment, countertop, transportation and installation.

THE SANTA FE Kitchen is shown with Lynx appliances, Dekton countertop in Lunar, powder coating in Chantilly and Stainless steel handles.

Create your own custom design from a large selection of

- Layouts and configurations
- Powder coating colors
- Handle styles and colors
- Interior accessories
- Aesthetic back panels
- Aesthetic side panels
- Planters
- Slatwall backsplash system

Contact an authorized dealer or design@urbanbonfire.com for more information
Every URBAN BONFIRE™ Outdoor Kitchen Design includes

- Thick marine grade aluminum construction
- Full interior and exterior electrostatic powder coating
- Adjustable commercial grade 304 stainless steel leveling legs
- Matching powder coated integrated self-leveling toe kick
- Compatibility with all major grill brands and outdoor cooking accessories
- Compatibility with Dekton, Sensa and most outdoor countertop surfaces
- 304 stainless steel handles and interior hardware
- Ten-year limited warranty

The TOPANGA Kitchen is shown with Caliber appliances, Dekton countertop in Nilium, powder coating in Chantilly and bronze Urban handles in Light Bronze finish.

Starting at USD $9,370, as shown with options and upgrades USD $11,096*

*Excludes equipment, countertop, transportation and installation.

Create your own custom design from a large selection of

- Layouts and configurations
- Powder coating colors
- Handle styles and colors
- Interior accessories
- Aesthetic back panels
- Aesthetic side panels
- Planters
- Slatwall backsplash system

The TOPANGA Kitchen is shown with

Caliber appliances, Dekton countertop in Nilium, powder coating in Chantilly and bronze Urban handles in Light Bronze finish.

Starting at USD $9,370, as shown with options and upgrades USD $11,096*
Every URBAN BONFIRE™ Outdoor Kitchen Design includes:

- Thick marine grade aluminum construction
- Full interior and exterior electrostatic powder coating
- Adjustable commercial grade 304 stainless steel leveling legs
- Matching powder coated integrated self-leveling toe kick
- Compatibility with all major grill brands and outdoor cooking accessories
- Compatibility with Dekton, Sensa and most outdoor countertop surfaces
- 304 stainless steel handles and interior hardware
- Ten-year limited warranty

Create your own custom design from a large selection of:

- Layouts and configurations
- Powder coating colors
- Handle styles and colors
- Interior accessories
- Aesthetic back panels
- Aesthetic side panels
- Planters
- Slatwall backsplash system

The TUSCAN Kitchen is shown with Evo and Hestan beer dispenser, Dekton countertop in Opera, powder coating in Anthracite and bronze Pull handles in Black Bronze finish.

Starting at USD $10,135, as shown with options and upgrades USD $13,256*

*Excludes equipment, countertop, transportation and installation.
Every URBAN BONFIRE™ Outdoor Kitchen Design includes

- Thick marine grade aluminum construction
- Full interior and exterior electrostatic powder coating
- Adjustable commercial grade 304 stainless steel leveling legs
- Matching powder coated integrated self-leveling toe kick
- Compatibility with all major grill brands and outdoor cooking accessories
- Compatibility with Dekton, Sena and most outdoor countertop surfaces
- 304 stainless steel handles and interior hardware
- Ten-year limited warranty

THE VISTA

The VISTA Kitchen is shown with Coyote appliances, Dekton countertop in Lunar, powder coating in Artesan and bronze Bauhaus handles in White Bronze finish.

Starting at USD $11,930, as shown with options and upgrades USD $15,218*

*Excludes equipment, countertop, transportation and installation.

Create your own custom design from a large selection of

- Layouts and configurations
- Powder coating colors
- Handle styles and colors
- Interior accessories
- Aesthetic back panels
- Aesthetic side panels
- Planters
- Slatwall backsplash system

Contact an authorized dealer or design@urbanbonfire.com for more information
PRODUCTS
Conduits designed to easily pass service between cabinets.

Electrical and plumbing knock outs
Easily remove these panels to gain access to outside services.

Dimensions
The following dimensions apply to all Urban Bonfire cabinets.

Width varies with cabinet model.

Hardware
We use 304 stainless steel for
- Leveling legs
- Pulls
- Hinges
- Door slides
- Handles

Cabinet material
Super durable AAMA 2604 powder coating.

Insulated door
Dual panel doors with an insulated core.

Door catch
Discrete, high strength magnet catch system.

Self-leveling toe kick
Adapts to slope and other site conditions.

Conduits
designed to easily pass service between cabinets.

Electrical and plumbing knock outs
Easily remove these panels to gain access to outside services.

Model name
A-XX00

Width (inches)
Description

Dimensions
The following dimensions apply to all Urban Bonfire cabinets.

Width varies with cabinet model.

Optional back panel (3/4”)
Grill Base Cabinets

Thick marine grade aluminum construction. All 304 stainless steel hardware. Includes self-leveling toe kick, choice of powder coating and solid 304 stainless steel round handles. Grill base cabinets are specified 6” larger than the grill appliance.

Model
36” Grill Base Cabinet (A-GB36)
42” Grill Base Cabinet (A-GB42)
48” Grill Base Cabinet (A-GB48)
62” Grill Base Cabinet (A-GB62)

The trim kit allows the cabinet to be compatible with all major grill brands and sizes.
Side and Power Burner Cabinets

Thick marine grade aluminum construction. All 304 stainless steel hardware. Includes self-leveling toe kick, choice of powder coating and solid 304 stainless steel round handles. Side and power burner cabinets are specified 6” larger than the appliance.

Model
21” Side Burner Cabinet (A-BB21)
30” Power Burner Cabinet (A-BB30)
**Kamado Cabinets**

Open shelving base cabinet. Thick marine grade aluminum construction. Includes self-leveling toe kick and choice of powder coating.

**Model**
- 27" Closed Kamado Cabinet (A-BE27-C)
- 27" Open Kamado Cabinet (A-BE27-O)
- 33" Open Kamado Cabinet (A-BE33)
Utility Cabinets

Utility base storage cabinet with modular keyhole track system for accessories. Thick marine grade aluminum construction. All 304 stainless steel hardware. Includes self-leveling toe kick, choice of powder coating and solid 304 stainless steel round handles.

Model
12” Utility Cabinet (A-BF12-U)
21” Utility Cabinet (A-BF21-U)
30” Utility Cabinet (A-BF30-U)

Accessories
12” Peg System (A-PEG12)
12” Heavy Duty Drawer (A-DR12)
21” Heavy Duty Drawer (A-DR21)
30” Heavy Duty Drawer (A-DR30)
12” Fixed Adjustable Height Shelf (A-SHELF12)
21” Fixed Adjustable Height Shelf (A-SHELF21)
30” Fixed Adjustable Height Shelf (A-SHELF30)
12” Pull-out Refuse & Recycling (A-GBG12)
21” Pull-out Refuse & Recycling (A-GBG21)

Upgrade Options

Pull-out storage peg system.
(4-BF12 only. Shown with DR12)
Heavy duty drawer accessory (up to three per cabinet).
Fixed adjustable height shelf (up to three per cabinet).
Pull-out refuse and recycling accessory.
(A-BF12 and A-BF21 only. Shown with A-DR21)
Sink Cabinets

Utility base storage cabinet with modular keyhole track system for accessories. Thick marine grade aluminum construction. All 304 stainless steel hardware. Includes self-leveling toe kick, choice of powder coating and solid 304 stainless steel round handles.

Model
12” Sink Cabinet (A-BF12-S)
21” Sink Cabinet (A-BF21-S)
30” Sink Cabinet (A-BF30-S)

Upgrade option
Heavy duty retractable hose.
**Spacer Cabinet**

4" cabinet. Includes self-leveling toe kick and choice of powder coating. Available with or without cutout for waterproof plug box and cover.

**Model**
- 4" Cutout Spacer Cabinet (A-BF4)
- 4" Spacer Cabinet (A-BF4-C)

**Corner Cabinet**


**Model**
- 32 3/4" Corner Cabinet (A-CRNR)

**Refrigerator Kit**

Refrigerator kit for refrigerator or freezer. Thick marine grade aluminum construction. Includes front countertop support spacer and back spacing panel, self-leveling toe kick and choice of powder coating.

**Model**
- 15 1/4" Refrigerator Kit (A-FRDG15.25)
- 20 3/4" Refrigerator Kit (A-FRDG20.75)
- 21 1/2" Refrigerator Kit (A-FRDG21.5)
- 24 1/4" Refrigerator Kit (A-FRDG24.25)
Flush Mount Cabinet

21” flush mount drawer cabinet with full depth heavy duty drawer pans. Thick marine grade aluminum construction. All 304 stainless steel hardware. Includes self-leveling toe kick, choice of powder coating and solid 304 stainless steel round handles.

Model
21” Flush Mount Cabinet (A-BD21)

Open Shelving Cabinets

Temporary storage for the purpose of parties and hosting. Thick marine grade aluminum construction. Includes self-leveling toe kick, choice of oiled IPE slats or marine grade aluminum, powder coated slats.

Model
24” Open Shelving Cabinet (A-BO24-M)
24” Open Shelving Cabinet (A-BO24-W)

Slats Material
Marine grade aluminum
IPE wood
Finishing Panels

**Back Panels**
Aesthetic finished back panel. Thick marine grade aluminum construction. Includes self-leveling toe kick and choice of powder coating. Only required when the back of the kitchen is visible.

**Model**
- 12” Back Panel (A-BCKP12)
- 21” Back Panel (A-BCKP21)
- 24” Back Panel (A-BCKP24)
- 27” Back Panel (A-BCKP27)
- 30” Back Panel (A-BCKP30)
- 36” Back Panel (A-BCKP36)
- 42” Back Panel (A-BCKP42)
- 48” Back Panel (A-BCKP48)
- 62” Back Panel (A-BCKP62)
- Corner Back Panel (A-BCKP-CRNR)

**End Panels**
Aesthetic finished end panel. Thick marine grade aluminum construction. Includes self-leveling toe kick and choice of powder coating. Only required when the side of the kitchen is visible.

**Model**
- 28 3/4” End Panel (A-ENDP28)
- 32” End Panel (A-ENDP32)
- 38 5/8” End Panel (A-ENDP38)
Slatwall Backsplash

Our extruded aluminum modular backsplash system is available in our standard powder coated finishes. Designed to be aesthetic and functional, these 6” tall panels can be configured to various heights.

Our backsplash system is designed to be installed against an existing wall structure.

Contact an authorized dealer or design@urbanbonfire.com for more information
Clip-in Planters

Clip in planter accessory for modular slatwall backsplash.

Dimensions
L6” x W12” x H6”

Contact an authorized dealer or design@urbanbonfire.com for more information.
Countertop Planters

Custom fully welded thick marine grade aluminum planter box. Includes choice of powder coating.

Contact an authorized dealer or design@urbanbonfire.com for more information
Free Standing Planters

Custom freestanding fully welded thick marine grade aluminum planter box. Includes choice of powder coating and insulation.

Contact an authorized dealer or design@urbanbonfire.com for more information.
CUSTOMIZATION
Powder Coating Options

Our custom formulated “Super Durable” finishes are applied to AAMA 2604 standards. A slight textured finish adds depth to the color and resists fingerprints and stains. Available in 4 standard colors.

**ONYX**
A deep, dark black that is sure to create a standout piece in any environment.

**ANTHRACITE**
Modern dark gray with a slate undertone that works beautifully in concrete and contemporary urban environments.

**ARTESAN**
A dark gray finish with a warm bronze undertone. Designed to accent wood and natural limestone while still creating a welcome contrast through its depth of tone.

**CHANTILLY**
This crisp white works in almost any outdoor setting. Reflecting tones of silk and clean linen.

**CLAY**
An elegant and versatile rich beige. Enhances the mood and atmosphere of any classic outdoor living space.

**PEWTER**
Warm dark gray with bronze undertones. Adds a refined touch to any outdoor environment.
Handle Options

Each cabinet includes our premium 304 stainless steel handle. For added personalization and design, handle upgrades in solid bronze are available.
UPGRADE OPTIONS
“LIVING FINISHES” BRONZE handles

- PULL (341)
- URBAN (337)
- BAUHAUS (3312)

WHITE BRONZE (WL)
BLACK BRONZE (BZ)
Frequently Asked Questions
What is Urban Bonfire?

We are a specialty design and manufacturing company focused on the outdoor cooking, entertaining and living industry. We design, manufacture and distribute high-performance, functional and beautiful outdoor cabinets, accessories and decorative products.

What materials do you use?

We use thick marine grade aluminum for our cabinets, planters and backsplash systems. We use 304 stainless steel for our door slides, hinges, pulls and leveling legs.

Why aluminum vs. stainless steel as your choice of material?

Our aluminum is twice as thick as most stainless steel products on the market, yet lighter in weight.

Aluminum is easy to transport and cooperates well during installations. Aluminum is the ideal material for extreme climates (snow, ice, salt water, humidity).

What is Urban Bonfire's standard warranty?

We offer a limited 10-year warranty on our products. Please see our website or dealer portal for details.

Are Urban Bonfire's cabinets compatible with any grill brand and size?

Our cabinets are custom manufactured to order and will allow for seamless integration with all major grill brands, sizes, accessories, refrigeration and supporting products.
Are your cabinets waterproof?

Our cabinets are “weather tight” and designed to perform in extreme climates, but are not certified as waterproof. We believe that even waterproof cabinets have the potential to collect water/moisture and without airflow, this can cause mold, mildew and foul odours. We have intentionally designed drainage and breathability into our cabinets.

What is the standard depth of your cabinets?

Our cabinets are 28 \(\frac{3}{4}\)” deep (allowing for most grill brands to integrate into our system). This does not include countertop nosing or grill knobs.

Are deeper cabinets available?

We offer specialty side panels in various sizes to increase depth options of the finished kitchen.

Where can I find Urban Bonfire products?

Urban Bonfire outdoor kitchen cabinets and accessories are available through our growing network of dealers across North America. To find your nearest dealer, please visit our website dealer locator.

What comes included with Urban Bonfire’s outdoor kitchen cabinets?

- Full interior and exterior powder coating (choice of color).
- Matching, pre-cut, self-leveling toe kick.
- Commercial grade 304 stainless steel leveling legs.
- All 304 stainless steel hardware (door slides, pulls, hinges, handles).
- Plan and installation guide (with individual labeling and numbering of each cabinet module).
What upgrades are available?

- Bronze handles in various colors and styles.
- Powder coated stainless steel handles (ideal in heavy salt water areas).
- Universal keyhole track system (available in several cabinet sizes).
- Removable/adjustable shelves, and/or drawers.
- Garbage/recycling modules.
- Kamado accessory rack.
- Retractable hose.
- Finishing panels (end and back panels).

In what situation are back panels needed?

Our cabinets have a finished back, but have various entry/exit points for ventilation, gas, electrical and plumbing. If the kitchen will be backing against a wall, fence, or if the back will not be visible, there is no need for aesthetic back panels.

If the kitchen's back will be visible (free standing island, “L” shaped design, social unit), we offer fully powder coated, matching aesthetic back finishing panels as an upgrade.

Does Urban Bonfire supply countertops?

We do not currently supply countertops. Our cabinets are designed to support most countertop materials and thicknesses. Please coordinate countertop locally.

How do I get a custom design and quote from Urban Bonfire and how long does this take?

Email a “request for design” form with any supporting materials (plans, sketches, notes, appliance specs) available to design@urbanbonfire.com

Our average turnaround time for preliminary designs and quotes is three business days.
How do your cabinets arrive and how long does installation take?

Our cabinets arrive fully assembled, with doors and handles. Each cabinet module is labeled and numbered per design plan and arrives in its own custom made packaging (corrugated box, foam corner reinforcement).

Complete installation time will vary based on the layout, size, number of appliances, site condition and the experience of installers. Average project installation time is 2-3 hours.

Can the kitchen be leveled easily, even when installed on a surface with slope?

Our cabinets each come with commercial grade 304 stainless leveling legs with up to a 2\(\frac{1}{4}\)" height variance. This allows for easy leveling, even when there is a slope.

Our cabinets can be installed on a roof deck, concrete slab, wood deck or stone flooring. Please verify project/building codes for weight and installation rules/procedures.

Can the cabinets be bolted into a floor structure for added support?

Yes, please see our installation guide for details.

What is the weight of the cabinets?

Exact weight will depend on layout and cabinet configurations. On average our cabinets weight 19lbs per square foot (excluding countertop and appliances).
Installation

Will I need a crane to transport cabinets to an upper deck or rooftop?

In most cases, our cabinets fit into a standard commercial elevator, so no crane would be needed.

Do I need insulation jackets for grills and cooking appliances?

Our materials are all “non-combustible” and do not require manufacturer’s insulation jackets. Please verify local/project building codes to ensure conformity.

Can I easily bring pipes and hoses into the kitchen and between cabinets?

Our cabinets have pre-configured conduits between each cabinet for ease of bringing services to the kitchen as well as numerous access points for venting and onsite adjustments. Please refer to our installation guide and local building/project codes to ensure conformity.
What is Urban Bonfire's production time?

We are currently producing custom kitchens in approximately six weeks.

Where does Urban Bonfire manufacture and distribute its products?

Our entire line is designed and manufactured in Montreal.

For US clients, we ship from Champlain, NY (there are no duties, taxes or tariffs associated with our products).

For Canadian and European clients, we ship from Montreal, QC.

What are the shipping options and costs?

We ship dock to dock via 53’ trailer unless otherwise instructed. Shipping costs are included on all quotes.

Our team is thrilled to serve you, please email us at design@urbanbonfire.com with any questions or feedback.
REQUEST FOR DESIGN

Dimensions

Lead Contact ______________________

Dealer/Company ______________________

Date ________________________________

Client Name _________________________

Is the back of your kitchen exposed thus requiring aesthetic finishing back panels?

☐ Yes
☐ No
☐ Some ______________________________

Accessories to Include

☐ Garbage/Recycling
☐ Drawers
☐ Shelves
☐ Planters
☐ Slatwall Backsplash
☐ Hose
☐ Kamado Rack

Design Options

Powder Coat Color

☐ Artesan
☐ Anthracite
☐ Onyx
☐ Chantilly
☐ Clay
☐ Pewter

Countertop Thickness

☐ 3/4”
☐ 1 1/4”

☐ Other, please specify __________________________

Extra Considerations?

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

Once complete please send request along with any additional design documents (plans, sketches) to design@urbanbonfire.com

Your account manager will confirm receipt.

Thank you.

FOR INTERNAL PURPOSES

Date Received ________________________________

Account Manager _____________________________

Equipment Menu

☐ Gas Grill  Brand _________ Size ______
☐ Side Burner  Brand _________ Size ______
☐ Power Burner  Brand _________ Size ______
☐ Refrigeration  Brand _________ Size ______
☐ Kamado  Brand _________ Size ______
☐ Sink  Brand _________ Size ______
☐ Pizza Oven  Brand _________ Size ______
☐ Other _________________________________
☐ Other _________________________________

Handles

☐ Stainless Steel
☐ Powder Coated Stainless Steel

Urban  ☐ Black Bronze  ☐ White Bronze
☐ Pull  ☐ Black Bronze  ☐ White Bronze
☐ Bauhaus  ☐ Black Bronze  ☐ White Bronze

Brand ______

Brand ______

Brand ______

Brand ______

Brand ______

Brand ______

Brand ______